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SECTION A (15 Marks) 
Answer all questions in this section. 

. Choose the best answer for each of the following questions and write its letter in the sheet 

provided. 

One of the following is the type of computer virus, which comes as an email with 

attractive message and launch itself when an email is opened. Which one is it? 

A. File viruses 

i). 

B. Trojan horse 
C. Boot sector 
D. Worm 

ii) Which of the following is NOT a plug and play device? 

A. Mouse 

B. Printer 

C. Pen and drive 

D. Keyboard 

ii). The act of tapping into communication channels to access private and confidential 
information is referring to 
A. Piracy 
B. Privacy 
C. Sabotage 
D. Eavesdrop 

iv) A network device used to connect separate network segments 

A. Switch 

B. Bridge 

C. Hub 

D. Repeater 

A content which is recorded at a time the computer is manufactured and cannot be v) 
changed or erased by the user is 

A. Memory only 
B. Run only 
C. RAM only 
D. Write only 

vi) When you see a cell with a red triangle in the top corner, what does this signify? 

A. There is a comment associated with the cell 

B. There is an error in the cell 

C. The font color for the text in the cell is red 

D. A fornmula cannot be entered into the cell 

vii) In the spreadsheet, which symbol is solely used in absolute cell reference? 

A. Harsh sign 
B. Percent sign 
C. Dollar sign 
D. Exclamation mark 
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VI11) The feature which displays the current page number and section of document in a word 

processing program is 
A. Footer 
B. Title bar 
C. Status bar 
D. Task bar 

ix) This was the first network in the history of the Intermet 
A. CSNEET 

B. NSFNET 

C. ANSNET 
D. ARPANET 

he second computer generation differs with the first computer since they used x). 
its working device. 
A. Thermionic valves 
B. Transistors 

as 

C. Integrated circuit 
D. Microprocessor 

2. Match the following networking devices in LIST A with their corresponding function in LIST 

B by writing the letter of the correct option beside the item number. 

LIST B 
A 

LIST A 
Tab 

i). They are used to change letters from upper case to lower case 
vice versa. Typing keys 

Enter key 

D 
E. Mouse pointer 

F. Space bar 

G. Shift 

B. 

C. 

Ctrl+Esc ii). Used to fix symbols like! #, $, &, % 

i). Turns on the numeric keypad for numeric data entry. 

iv).Used to move the text cursor at a set interval on the same line eg 
10mm, 20 mm etc. 

H. Ctrl+F 

Delete v). It creates a gap between words when typing. 

J. Numlock 

K. Caps lock 

SECTION B (75 Marks) 
Answer all questions in this section. 

3. For each of the following statements, write TRUE if the statement is correct or FALSE if the 
statement is not correct in the sheet provided. 

i). Hard disk is also regarded as primary storage device...

ii). The function of an Uninterruptable power supply is to avoid unnecessary interaction of 

data in the computer when typing 

iii). Bus topology is also popularly known as linear topology... 
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iv). Thesaurus helps the user to find words or phrases with similar meanings in Ms 

Word... 

v). Control unit, Main Memory, Arithmetic logic Unit (A.L.U) are NOT functional elements 
of the Central Processing Unit .. 

4. a) Asha walked to different shops aiming at purchasing a word processor but she never 
satisfied with those she saw, but she was after some factors, which are those factors to 
consider when choosing a word processor (give three points). 

b) Give similarities between 

i) Human beings and computer systems (two points) 

ii) Information and data (two points) 

5. a) Mention five steps for publishing web page. 
i) What is the importance of publishing web page? 

ii) What is web site? Mention and explain with examples two types of websites. 

b)i) Define DBMS 
i) Give two example of it. 
ii) List two main characteristics of a primary key 

iv) Explain four (4) functions of database management software. 

6. a) Power point slides with images or pictures are multimedia content. Discuss 

b) Analyze five (5) stages of creating presentation until it displayed.
c)Explain five (5) different phases of multimedia content development process. 
d) Briefly explain with functions three (3) basic elements of multimedia.

7. a) List two major categories of flat panel monitors. 

b) Why the liquid fire extinguisher is not recommended to be used in the computer room? (Give 

one reason) 

c) The frequent or continues use of computer is accompanied by several problems to the user, 

briefly describe how you can solve the following harms? 

i). Poor posture 

ii). Eye strain 

8. a) Briefly describe the following terms as used in computer studies 

i). Software 

ii). Hardware 

b) Give two examples of auxiliary storage devices. 
c) Mention the two (2) most common page orientation available in Microsoft word. 
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9. Ester Bujiku a form two student at Pamba Secondary School saw a print out from the water bill 

sheet she was given to go and pay. It had the following impression. 

Use it to answer the questions that follow 
i). What could be the name of the printer used? 

ii). In which category of printers does the printer identify up in question 7, C () belongs? 

ii) Write any advantage of the printer you have identified in question 7, C () 

iv) Write any disadvantage of the printer you have identified in question7, C () 

10. a) Mention any four (4) Worksheet features in a spreadsheet program. 
b) Study carefully the given snapshot below, and then answers the questions that follow: 

W11 

Q R S U X 

FORM THREE MONTHLY TEST RESULTS 

SUBJECTS 
ICS NAME 

MICHO 
DEUS 
PRISCA 
PATROBAA 
PENUEL 
MBUKE 
MALOSHA 

AVERAGE 
28.4 
36.8 

STREAM ENGLISH KISWA BIO TOTAL 
01 
02 

6 03 

A 48 45 40 142 
30 
45 

20 45 89 
20 

184 

:0 
40 

177 
60 

35.4 
7 04 173 

226 
20 

100 

34.6 

05 30 20| 100| 45.2 
37.2 
34.8 

b 
9 06 

10 07 
86 186 20 

30 D 23 174 

i). Write down the formula which has been used to obtain the total marks of Malosha in 
cell W10. 

ii). What is the cell name of an active cell in the snapshot? 

ii).If all the data in column V were to be sorted in ascending order, write down the name of 
the student who will appear at the bottom of the list. 

iv). What type of format has been applied in row 2 with the word SUBJECT? 

v). Write the function which will be used to obtain the average marks of Patroba in cell W7. 

vi). Write the function which will be used to find the average marks of ICS subject. 

SECTION C(10 Marks) 

Answer one (1) question from this section. 

11. Discuss four (4) uses of computer network. 

12. Explain eight (8) functions of operating system. 
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